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1 of or relating to sensation or the senses 2 arousing or tending to arouse as by lurid details a quick
intense and usually superficial interest curiosity or emotional reaction sensational tabloid news 3
exceedingly or unexpectedly excellent or great a sensational talent sensationally adverb producing
or designed to produce a startling effect strong reaction intense interest etc especially by
exaggerated superficial or lurid elements a sensational novel synonyms exciting antonyms dull
prosaic extraordinarily good conspicuously excellent phenomenal a sensational quarterback of or
relating to the senses or sensation add to word list very exciting or extremely good she was
absolutely sensational in that movie disapproving something or someone sensational purposely
shocks people and attracts their interest readers love sensational crime stories adjective definition of
sensational synonyms for sensational she looked sensational in her new dress as a team the lakers
were sensational from the three point line los angeles times 31 oct 2022 aaron judge has been
sensational but will need some help from the rest of the lineup in the playoffs synonyms for
sensational juicy colorful sensationalistic screaming sensationalist theatrical theatric lurid antonyms
of sensational innocuous tame nonsensational inoffensive proper formal dignified restrained
definitions of sensational adjective relating to or concerned in sensation synonyms sensory sensuous
adjective causing intense interest curiosity or emotion synonyms lurid shocking glaringly vivid and
graphic marked by sensationalism scandalmongering sensationalistic yellow typical of tabloids
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screaming 1 causing or intended to cause intense feelings esp of curiosity horror etc sensational
disclosures in the press 2 informal extremely good a sensational skater 3 of or relating to the faculty
of sensation 4 philosophy sensational adjective senˈseɪʃənl causing great surprise excitement or
interest synonym thrilling the result was a sensational 4 1 victory the affair was the most sensational
political sex scandal of the century extra examples topics feelings c1 want to learn more adjective uk
senˈseɪʃ ə n ə l us sensational adjective shocking add to word list done in a way that is intended to
shock people sensational journalism sensational adjective exciting very exciting or extremely good a
sensational performance find 83 different ways to say sensational along with antonyms related
words and example sentences at thesaurus com what does the word sensational mean there are
eight meanings listed in oed s entry for the word sensational one of which is labelled obsolete see
meaning use for definitions usage and quotation evidence sensational has developed meanings and
uses in subjects including philosophy 1800s journalism 1860s see meaning use sensational an
adjective derived from the word sensation is a term that conveys a striking or intense effect on the
senses or emotions it is often used to describe something that elicits a strong reaction captivates
attention or creates a buzz what is another word for sensational need synonyms for sensational here
s a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can use instead contexts adjective causing great
excitement or interest presented in a way that is dramatic or exaggerated highly unusual typically
beyond the realms of plausibility or credibility more 1 of or relating to sensation 2 arousing or
intended to arouse strong curiosity interest or reaction especially by exaggerated or lurid details
sensational journalism a sensational television report 3 outstanding spectacular a sensational
concert a sensational dinner sen sa tion al ly adv 2024 google llc listen to sensational here
chrisbrown lnk to sensational lyrics introuh huh yes let s go haha how you feelinghook 1sensational
yeh what tin i do sensationalism in epistemology and psychology a form of empiricism that limits
experience as a source of knowledge to sensation or sense perceptions sensationalism is a
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consequence of the notion of the mind as a tabula rasa or clean slate this study investigates the
truism that sensationalism in news is a guarantee for success in terms of selling the story to the
public more specifically it investigates the impact of sensationalis us senˈseɪ ʃ ə n ə l uk senˈseɪ ʃ ə n
ə l add to word list c2 approving very good exciting or unusual a sensational sports car dress she
looks sensational extremely attractive in her new dress c1 disapproving sensational news reports
and articles are intended to be shocking and exciting rather than serious to the end provided to
youtube by universal music group to the end sensational nightingales the best of the sensational
nightingales 1973 geffen records released on 1973 01 01 composer very good exciting or unusual a
sensational sports car dress she looks sensational extremely attractive in her new dress
c1disapproving sensational news reports and articles are intended to be shocking and exciting rather
than serious some of the more sensational newspapers have given a lot of coverage to the scandal
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sensational definition meaning merriam webster Apr 28
2024
1 of or relating to sensation or the senses 2 arousing or tending to arouse as by lurid details a quick
intense and usually superficial interest curiosity or emotional reaction sensational tabloid news 3
exceedingly or unexpectedly excellent or great a sensational talent sensationally adverb

sensational definition meaning dictionary com Mar 27 2024
producing or designed to produce a startling effect strong reaction intense interest etc especially by
exaggerated superficial or lurid elements a sensational novel synonyms exciting antonyms dull
prosaic extraordinarily good conspicuously excellent phenomenal a sensational quarterback of or
relating to the senses or sensation

sensational english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 26
2024
add to word list very exciting or extremely good she was absolutely sensational in that movie
disapproving something or someone sensational purposely shocks people and attracts their interest
readers love sensational crime stories
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examples of sensational in a sentence merriam webster Jan
25 2024
adjective definition of sensational synonyms for sensational she looked sensational in her new dress
as a team the lakers were sensational from the three point line los angeles times 31 oct 2022 aaron
judge has been sensational but will need some help from the rest of the lineup in the playoffs

sensational synonyms 179 similar and opposite words Dec
24 2023
synonyms for sensational juicy colorful sensationalistic screaming sensationalist theatrical theatric
lurid antonyms of sensational innocuous tame nonsensational inoffensive proper formal dignified
restrained

sensational definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Nov 23 2023
definitions of sensational adjective relating to or concerned in sensation synonyms sensory sensuous
adjective causing intense interest curiosity or emotion synonyms lurid shocking glaringly vivid and
graphic marked by sensationalism scandalmongering sensationalistic yellow typical of tabloids
screaming
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sensational definition in american english collins english
Oct 22 2023
1 causing or intended to cause intense feelings esp of curiosity horror etc sensational disclosures in
the press 2 informal extremely good a sensational skater 3 of or relating to the faculty of sensation 4
philosophy

sensational adjective definition pictures pronunciation Sep
21 2023
sensational adjective senˈseɪʃənl causing great surprise excitement or interest synonym thrilling the
result was a sensational 4 1 victory the affair was the most sensational political sex scandal of the
century extra examples topics feelings c1 want to learn more

sensational meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Aug 20
2023
adjective uk senˈseɪʃ ə n ə l us sensational adjective shocking add to word list done in a way that is
intended to shock people sensational journalism sensational adjective exciting very exciting or
extremely good a sensational performance
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83 synonyms antonyms for sensational thesaurus com Jul
19 2023
find 83 different ways to say sensational along with antonyms related words and example sentences
at thesaurus com

sensational adj n meanings etymology and more oxford Jun
18 2023
what does the word sensational mean there are eight meanings listed in oed s entry for the word
sensational one of which is labelled obsolete see meaning use for definitions usage and quotation
evidence sensational has developed meanings and uses in subjects including philosophy 1800s
journalism 1860s see meaning use

how to use sensational in a sentence exploring the word
May 17 2023
sensational an adjective derived from the word sensation is a term that conveys a striking or intense
effect on the senses or emotions it is often used to describe something that elicits a strong reaction
captivates attention or creates a buzz
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what is another word for sensational wordhippo Apr 16
2023
what is another word for sensational need synonyms for sensational here s a list of similar words
from our thesaurus that you can use instead contexts adjective causing great excitement or interest
presented in a way that is dramatic or exaggerated highly unusual typically beyond the realms of
plausibility or credibility more

sensational definition of sensational by the free dictionary
Mar 15 2023
1 of or relating to sensation 2 arousing or intended to arouse strong curiosity interest or reaction
especially by exaggerated or lurid details sensational journalism a sensational television report 3
outstanding spectacular a sensational concert a sensational dinner sen sa tion al ly adv

chris brown sensational official video ft davido lojay Feb 14
2023
2024 google llc listen to sensational here chrisbrown lnk to sensational lyrics introuh huh yes let s go
haha how you feelinghook 1sensational yeh what tin i do
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sensationalism media bias misinformation propaganda Jan
13 2023
sensationalism in epistemology and psychology a form of empiricism that limits experience as a
source of knowledge to sensation or sense perceptions sensationalism is a consequence of the
notion of the mind as a tabula rasa or clean slate

proving the obvious what sensationalism contributes to the
Dec 12 2022
this study investigates the truism that sensationalism in news is a guarantee for success in terms of
selling the story to the public more specifically it investigates the impact of sensationalis

sensational definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Nov 11 2022
us senˈseɪ ʃ ə n ə l uk senˈseɪ ʃ ə n ə l add to word list c2 approving very good exciting or unusual a
sensational sports car dress she looks sensational extremely attractive in her new dress c1
disapproving sensational news reports and articles are intended to be shocking and exciting rather
than serious
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to the end youtube Oct 10 2022
to the end provided to youtube by universal music group to the end sensational nightingales the
best of the sensational nightingales 1973 geffen records released on 1973 01 01 composer

sensational 意味 cambridge 英語辞書での定義 Sep 09 2022
very good exciting or unusual a sensational sports car dress she looks sensational extremely
attractive in her new dress c1disapproving sensational news reports and articles are intended to be
shocking and exciting rather than serious some of the more sensational newspapers have given a lot
of coverage to the scandal
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